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What is the DEFINITION of " the global currency reset " ? 

 
Karen Hudes                                                                                 Sat, Apr 25, 2015 at 2:29 PM 

To: Björn 
 

The "global currency reset" is exchanging the paper currency of each country for its 
currency minted from the gold in the Global Debt Facility.  This will be in the form of 
aurum.  http://www.peakprosperity.com/podcast/84359/new-way-hold-gold 
 
People will be able to use whatever "money" they want to, including local currencies 
issued by towns and villages, to buy local goods and services.  Silvio Gesell has a good 
idea about how to do this: 
http://blog.supplysideliberal.com/post/56754781054/silvio-gesells-plan-for-negative-
nominal-interest 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Silvio_Gesell 
https://www.community-exchange.org/docs/Gesell/en/neo/ 
Countries will have a right to issue money backed by other commodities as well. 
 
In Legalese: https://s3.amazonaws.com/khudes/Letter+of+Intent.pdf 
 
background documents: https://s3.amazonaws.com/khudes/Twitter1.31.15.2.pdf 
 
The company that thinks it has a right to issue our money for free, and to charge usury 
on our money, is in receivership in the Global Debt Facility.  Three mathematicians at 
ETH Zurich call this company the super-entity.1  The 60 private central banks owned 
by the company will be under the control of the countries they are in after they are 
reorganized in the Global Debt Facility.  
https://s3.amazonaws.com/khudes/Twitter4.21.15.pdf   Country debt is going to be 
offset against the debt that the company owes the Global Debt Facility.  
https://s3.amazonaws.com/khudes/lucc2.pdf 

____________ 

[1] STEFANIA VITALI ET AL., THE NETWORK OF GLOBAL CORPORATE CONTROL,  1-36 (2011) available 
at:  http://arxiv.org/PS_cache/arxiv/pdf/1107/1107.5728v2.pdf (Last visited April 24, 2015)  An 
analysis of the financial markets reveals that the world's finances are in the hands of just a few mutual 
funds, banks, and corporations. The eight largest U.S. financial companies (JP Morgan, Wells Fargo, 
Bank of America, Citigroup, Goldman Sachs, U.S. Bancorp, Bank of New York Mellon and Morgan 
Stanley) are 100% controlled by ten shareholders and we have four companies always present in all 
decisions: BlackRock, State Street, Vanguard and Fidelity. In addition, the Federal Reserve is comprised 
of 12 banks, represented by a board of seven people, which comprises representatives of the “big 
four,” which in turn are present in all other entities. In short, the US Federal Reserve is controlled by 
four large private companies: BlackRock, State Street, Vanguard and Fidelity. 
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Date: Sat, 25 Apr 2015 18:52:46 +0200 
From: Björn  
To: karenhudes  
Subject: --- What is the DEFINITION of " the global currency reset " ? --- 
 
 

                     Hallo  DEAR  Karen   ! 

 
 
                   FROM  :             where does Canada stand in all this? 
                                          (   https://s3.amazonaws.com/khudes/Twitter4.25.15.pdf  
)    
 
 

                               "  The Development Committee is now working out  

                                   the  terms  of   the  global  currency  reset.  " 

 
 

                 What  is  the  DEFINITION  of     " the  global  

currency  reset "   ? 

 
                                                ML,   Björn 
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